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Abstract
Within the framework of developing an expressive audiovisual speech synthesis, an acoustic and visual analysis of expressive acted speech is proposed in this paper. Our purpose is to identify the main characteristics of audiovisual expressions that need to be integrated during synthesis to provide believable emotions to the virtual 3D talking head. We conducted a case study of a semi-professional actor who uttered a set of sentences for 6 different emotions in addition to neutral speech. We have recorded concurrently audio and motion capture data. The acoustic and the visual data have been analyzed. The main finding is that although some expressions are not well identified, some expressions were well characterized and tied in both acoustic and visual space.

Index Terms: expressive audiovisual speech, facial expressions, acted speech.

1. Introduction
Speech communication is consisting of the acoustic signal that carries the acoustic modality, and the facial deformation represents the visual modality. This audiovisual communication is not just expressing the phonetic content of spoken text but it allows conveying a mood or an emotion (joy, sadness, fear, etc.). Several researches have been conducted to study expressive audiovisual speech but mainly from perceptive point of view [1, 2, 3, 4]. The main addressed topic is the correlation between fo and eyebrow and head movements [5, 3, 6]. In acoustic domain, identifying emotion features has been mainly addressed in automatic speech recognition [7, 8, 9] and also in the synthesis domain [10, 11, 12]. As it has been highlighted in [9], general rules are difficult to define as different studies may have contradictory conclusions for a same given emotion. The emotion conveyed is dependent on language and culture [13], and also on the speaker [14].

Within the framework of developing audiovisual speech synthesis techniques, commonly known as the animation of a 3D virtual talking head synchronously with acoustics, providing an expressive talking head can highly increase the naturalness and the intelligibility of the audiovisual speech. In this context, we are focusing on finding the main acoustic and visual characteristic that should be provided during synthesis to convey convincing expressive audiovisual speech system. For this reason, we are investigating acted speech, uttered by an actor in different emotions. In fact, as our purpose is not to investigate expressions for recognition neither for perception, characterizing speech in this context is valuable. In fact, the virtual talking head is in the same situation as an actor: making an effort to provide convincing and visible expressions, even though with some exaggeration. In fact, human expressions are not always visible, and in the majority of cases they are subtle and some human speakers are barely expressive. When developing a talking head, our goal is that expressions are easily perceived by the majority of the users.

In this paper, we present a study where we conducted a case study of a semi-professional actor who uttered a set of sentences for 6 different emotions in addition to neutral speech. We have recorded concurrently audio and motion capture data. The acoustic and the visual data have been analyzed.

2. Expressive audiovisual speech corpus
2.1. Corpus Acquisition

We have used a motion-capture system based on 4 Vicon cameras (MX3+) using modified optics for near range. The cameras were placed at approx. 150 cm from the speaker. Vicon Nexus software provides the 3D spatial position of each reflective marker at a sampling rate of 100 Hz. Reflective markers of 3 mm in diameter have been glued on the face of the actor. The positions of these markers on the face are presented in Figure 1: we have placed 7 markers on the lips, 2 on each eyebrow, 3 around the nose, 4 on the forehead, 6 on the lower face (chin-jaw) and 5 markers on each side of the face between the cheek and the eye. Five extra markers have been used to remove the head movement, as we are not using the feature in this study. The audio was acquired simultaneously with the spatial data using a unidirectional microphone.

To synchronize the audio channel and the motion capture channel, we have used an in-house electronic device that triggers simultaneously an infrared lamp captured by the Vicon system and high-pitched sound generated by a piezoelectric buzzer for audio.

2.2. Setup

A semi-professional actor has been asked to utter 10 French sentences for 7 different emotions (neutral, joy, surprise, fear, anger, sadness, disappointment). These sentences were 4 to 5 words in length. The actor has used a technique called exercise in style, where he dissociates the semantics of the syntax of the sentences and acts the same sentences in different styles. The ten sentences were presented one at a time on the screen in
front of the actor who uttered them showing the same consistent emotion. In this context, the emotions should be considered as acted ones as they are a bit exaggerated as in the case of a play at the theater.

3. Data processing and analysis

The motion capture data were obtained directly as 3D coordinates for each marker using a proprietary software that process the data. We have developed a tool that allows the synchronization of the two streams (motion capture data and audio). For the visual data, we track the first frame where the infra-red light appears, and for audio, we track the first high-pitched acoustic signal. We used this information to align both streams.

3.1. Visual data analysis

The visual data of the recorded corpus consist of 34 points which represent a high-dimensional space, which may make the analysis lengthy and difficult to interpret. For this reason, we have performed a dimensionality reduction by applying a principal component analysis (PCA) on the data. The corpus has been divided into smaller corpora, where each one represents a set of ten sentences for a given emotion. We have applied the PCA on each corpus to identify what is the major direction when a given emotion is dominant.

3.2. Acoustic data analysis

The acoustic data are recorded at the same time as the visual recordings. For each sentence, we carry out an automatic alignment at the phone level followed by a manual check. We also compute F0 and energy contours. As the corpus is relatively small, we have focused on global features, computed on the whole sentence, rather than local features (sub- and segmental level). We compute the most commonly features:

- F0 and energy features: mean, median, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, range.
- Duration: speech rate, absolute duration.

To evaluate the vocal characteristics, features as jitter and shimmer are commonly taken into account as features of an ASR system. Jitter (respect. Shimmer) measures the perturbation of the length (respect. amplitude) of two consecutive pitch periods. For synthesis, it is more difficult to take into account these features and to make a link between these acoustic features and the visual features. But we also compute these features to evaluate these invisible characteristics for our speaker.

These features are computed on each sentence and mean value is used for each emotion, excepted for the absolute duration which is the summation of all sentences. Other features have been computed but not used in the analysis, as number and length of pauses, due to the fact that those sentences are short and the number of pauses is too weak to obtain reliable values.

4. Results

4.1. Visual Results

Figure 2 and 3 summarizes the main finding of the analysis. We present the first 2 principal components of the facial data and their percentage of variance (Table 1 presents the values for the first 5 principal components). The deformation of the face is presented when the corresponding component has a value of -3 (blue) or +3 (red) standard deviations. The neutral case shows clearly that the main articulatory movements were performed by the lower part of the face (lips and jaw). The upper part of the face, often related to emotions, barely moves or does not move at all. For the joy case, we notice that the variation of the face expression is extreme for the whole face. The largest movement observed are those of eyebrows and forehead. The variation of the movement of the face related to speech is also important. It should be noted that the variance of the first component is 51% which means that the main features of the joy movements are represented by this component. The visual variation of the surprise emotion seems to be similar to the joy emotion, but the variation of the eyebrows and the forehead are slightly lower for the surprise case. The movement of the upper face is captured only by the first principal component. Similarly, anger emotion is mainly characterized by the first principal component (40% of the variance) and the facial expressions vary in a similar way as the surprise emotion. For disappointment and sadness cases, variation follows the same general trend observed with the previous emotion, but in more moderate way. In addition, we can notice a difference with other emotions that is the general form of eyebrows. This important difference is captured by the first 2 principal components and also slightly visible on the movement of the nasal region of the face.
face. Finally, the fear emotion variation is the lowest (close to neutral case) as shown in Figure 4. The other noticeable difference is that the variance percentage of the first component of this emotion is lower than that of the other emotions (28.9% vs. more than 40%) and so the first 2 components just explain 50% of the variance. The Table 1 confirms this trend with other components. We can notice the existence of the eyebrows movement, but there is no movement of forehead. Figure 4 shows the eyebrow range variation for each emotion (the difference between the eyebrows value at +3 standard deviation and at -3 standard deviation for the first component, for each emotion).

It is clear that the eyebrows movement seems to be the most prominent movement to express the different emotions, but that was not the case for fear emotion, and neutral emotion.

Table 1: Percentages of variance for the first five principal components for the 7 emotions. The number in parenthesis is the cumulative percentage of variance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>PC1</th>
<th>PC2</th>
<th>PC3</th>
<th>PC4</th>
<th>PC5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>32 (32)</td>
<td>26 (58)</td>
<td>16 (74)</td>
<td>10 (89)</td>
<td>4 (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy</td>
<td>51 (51)</td>
<td>19 (70)</td>
<td>12 (82)</td>
<td>7 (89)</td>
<td>3 (92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>52 (52)</td>
<td>19 (71)</td>
<td>9 (80)</td>
<td>5 (85)</td>
<td>3 (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>40 (40)</td>
<td>21 (62)</td>
<td>10 (73)</td>
<td>9 (82)</td>
<td>4 (87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>28 (28)</td>
<td>21 (49)</td>
<td>17 (67)</td>
<td>10 (77)</td>
<td>5 (82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>36 (36)</td>
<td>23 (59)</td>
<td>15 (75)</td>
<td>6 (82)</td>
<td>5 (87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disap.</td>
<td>55 (55)</td>
<td>13 (69)</td>
<td>9 (78)</td>
<td>6 (84)</td>
<td>4 (88)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Acoustic Results

It is difficult to compare results from different languages. Here, the term commonly refers to the results obtained in the literature for similar languages as French, English and German, and in opposition to Chinese and Japanese.

Figure 5 shows the results for minimum, maximum, mean and range of F0, for each emotion. These values are the means on the 10 sentences. In the following, minimum (resp. maximum, mean) is used instead of mean of minimums (resp. mean of maximums, mean of means). They are computed in Hz without normalization, as the corpus is uttered by one speaker. The error bars represent the confident interval (95%) of the values of the mean. The value between brackets is the mean of the range value (maximum - minimum). For the mean and maximum value of F0, we can see that anger, joy, fear and surprise are higher than neutral, as commonly expected [9]. But sadness has a higher mean value and even a relatively high maximum value (similar to anger and fear) compared to neutral. The difference with common results (for instance in [10]) could be explained by the fact that corpus is acted speech and depending on the affective degree desired by the speaker during his acting (sadness-grief, sadness-depression, sadness-regret). Disappointment, in particular for the range value, is lower than the neutral emotion. Joy and surprise cases are particularly highlighted by the maximum and range values. Anger and fear are
slightly lower than joy case, but higher than the neutral case. It seems that the minimum is not a discriminative feature. This could enhance the argument that the speaker seems to give a minimum of activation (or arousal) even for disappointment and sadness.

Figure 6 shows the statistics of the intensity (in dB): mean (with error bars/confident intervals), minimum and maximum. Joy and anger are much higher than the other cases, just before fear and surprise (as in [10] and [12]). Sadness is the lowest (except neutral case). The disappointment case is similar to fear and surprise. In all cases, the means are higher than neutral. This illustrates that during acted speech, the conveyed emotion is expressed by the actor more intense than in natural and spontaneous case.

Figure 7 show the speech rate (phones per second). Anger, joy, fear and surprise have similar values and are very much faster than the neutral case (as proposed in explicit prosody rules for synthesis systems referenced in [12]). Sadness and disappointment are close to neutral cases (with wide confident intervals). The absolute duration (summation on all sentences) is fully correlated to the speech rate, because pauses are very rare (and very short) for this corpus (excepted pauses before and after the sentence which do not take into account for statistics).

For shimmer and jitter (local amplitude and length pitch perturbation), any emotion does not seem to be discriminated (the anger is barely the highest). The confident interval is very wide. These kinds of features are very sensitive to the pitch period algorithm and the corpus is too small to obtain reliable values.

To sum up, we obtain coherent acoustic results. Anger, surprise, fear, and surprise results are similar to those of literature. Sadness and disappointment are in general higher than neutral. This can be explained by the nature of the task: acted speech can convey a stronger degree of affect (or activation) than spontaneous speech/emotion.

5. Discussion

In this study, we presented a characterization of expressive acted speech. This approach is different from the classical analyses were expressive speech is either spontaneous or acted by normal human speakers, and is mainly addressed in the field of speech recognition or perception. The acted speech by a professional actor is a choice that can be justified in the field of audiovisual speech synthesis, as the purpose is to make sure to convey perfectly the right emotion, even with some exaggeration. In both acoustic and visual domains, joy, surprise, anger and sadness present the most noticeable features. One feature can discriminate some emotions, but it seems that there is no universal feature for all the emotions. For instance, we have noticed that anger, joy, fear and surprise have similar speech rates. For F0, anger and fear are similar but slightly different than joy and surprise. The facial movements are more important for joy, surprise and anger. It is probably reasonable to consider combining several features, in acoustic and visual domains to enhance the discrimination. For unit-selection audiovisual synthesis, this may suggest that it is possible to consider units in the audio-visual domain. For instance, in HMM-based synthesis, the acoustic-visual features can be considered as one vector. This combination at every step of the synthesis process (training or selection, and generation) may lead to believe that the emotion will be better perceived (even though, it is not necessarily the case when each modality is considered independently).

It should be noted that, in this study and for sake of simplification, we did not consider head movement. This feature will be considered in future work. We expect that head movement can help to better characterize a given emotion. As additional analysis, we will consider investigating the timing of each visual movement in comparison with an acoustic event. The work presented in this paper was a case study, where one actor has been considered. We are planning to consider 4 actors to try to extract common feature patterns during acted speech.
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